The Structural Engineers Coalition (SEC) is an association open to all Structural Engineers practicing in Connecticut and is dedicated to improving the profession.

**Business**
SEC works to improve the business practices and the business climate for Structural Engineers. Through collective actions, significant improvements have been made.

**Technical**
SEC disseminates current technical information to its membership. SEC also sponsors continuing education programs for Structural Engineers as well as related professionals such as Building Officials, Architects and testing technicians.

**Building Codes**
SEC committees review proposals for the State Building Code and provide suggestions to improve the quality and safety of structures in the state.

**Legislation**
SEC monitors pending legislation which impacts the profession and represents the interests of Structural Engineers before the General Assembly and other government agencies.

**Emergency Response**
SEC members have volunteered to respond to natural and man-made disasters in the state to assist state and local government agencies.

**Networking**
SEC affords Structural Engineers an opportunity to interact with and share experiences with colleagues at membership meetings and while serving on SEC committees.

**Affiliate Organizations**
SEC is a coalition of the American Council of Engineering Companies of Connecticut (ACEC/CT) which represents the business interests of engineering firms in the state. ACEC/CT is a member organization of the American Council of Engineering Companies which performs the same function at the national level. SEC is also a member of the Council of American Structural Engineers (CASE), a national organization of ACEC which publishes contract documents, issues practice guidelines and reports on professional liability issues.

SEC is a founding member of the National Council of Structural Engineering Associations (NCSEA), a national organization which provides a forum for the exchange of information among structural engineering associations across the country.

**Categories of Membership**

**Member Firms:**
Structural Engineering Firms, which are Members of ACEC/CT, may become Member Firms of the Structural Engineers Coalition. All Structural Engineers within the firm are eligible to participate in SEC activities.

**Individual Members:**
ACEC/CT-PEPP Members: Structural Engineers who are members of ACEC/CT firms as well as ACECCT Professional Engineers in Private Practice members may become Individual Members of the Structural Engineers Coalition.

Associate Members: Structural Engineers who are not ACEC/CT-PEPP members or are not affiliated with an ACEC/CT member firm may become Individual Associate Members of the Structural Engineers Coalition.

Affiliate Sponsors: Individuals other than Structural Engineers sharing an interest in the activities of Structural Engineers may, upon application and approval, become individual participants in the communications and activities of the Structural Engineers Coalition.

Retired Members: Structural Engineers age 62 or older who practice structural engineering less than 20 hours per week.

Educators: Structural Engineers who are primarily engaged as college or university instructors in structural engineering courses

Life Members: Structural Engineers who have been appointed to Life Membership by the Board.
Membership Application

Firm: _________________________________
Address: ______________________________
Phone: _______________________________
Fax: _________________________________
Email: ________________________________
Voting Individual: ______________________

Structural Engineers in the Firm:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Membership Category Dues
Firm Membership:
☐ 1 to 5 Engineers $150
☐ 6 to 10 Engineers $180
☐ 11 or more Engineers $240

Individual Membership:
☐ ACEC/CT or PEPP member $65
☐ Associate Member $120
☐ Affiliate Sponsor $180
☐ Educator $30
☐ Retired Member $30

Dues Enclosed: $______

Return to: SEC, 460 Smith St, Ste K
Middletown, CT 06457

Structural Engineers Coalition
American Council of Engineering
Companies of Connecticut
460 Smith St, Suite K
Middletown, CT 06457
phone 860.635.5522
fax 860.613.1650
www.ct-sec.org
email info@ct-sec.org